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Abstract

This article conceptualizes “diasporic communion” as emerging from texts that perform
as sites in which intimate connections among historically scattered people are animated
toward resistance through an examination of Beyoncé’s visual album Lemonade (2016)
and its conversation with Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust (1991). The works’ intertextual exchange, I argue, activate trans-geographic and trans-historic connections
through layered citation of shared affective histories with the colonial encounter, slavery,
and contemporary anti-Black violence. Highlighting the ways in which place functions
as a metaphoric marker of diasporic communion in each of the texts, I contend that
landscape both produces and extends geographic specificity through webs of referentiality. These webs of referentiality draw complex maps of African diasporic relations
that do not rely on proximity, either temporal or spatial, in the creation of community,
allowing for an expansive and fluid theorization of the African diaspora, even while
it is attentive to specificity of experience. Such works, I conclude, encourage audiences
to link their own diasporic experiences through them, which both cultivates discursive
relationships and participates in the creation of living Black archives that are otherwise
historically marked by absence.

A

little more than halfway through Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust
(1991, United States), Eli Peazant (Adisa Anderson) kneels in wet yellow
leaves in his ancestor’s graveyard, his face pressed to the earth, grieving. He
weeps not for the dead in the graveyard but for the unborn child that grows
in his wife’s belly, the possible result of her rape by a white man. Nearby,
a larger-than-life wooden statue of an Igbo figure floats in the brackish
water, covered slightly by moss, hanging from it like green-black tulle. The
figurehead, broken off from a slave ship, appears to be as much a part of the
landscape as the water and the foliage that surrounds it. An iron collar is
clasped around its neck (fig. 1).
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Figure 1. An Igbo figurehead floats in the brackish water of Igbo Landing in Dash’s Daughters of the
Dust. Screen grab by author.

Figure 2. Beyoncé embodies the Igbo figurehead as she lies on a Louisiana shore. Screen grab
by author.

Twenty-five years after Daughters of the Dust was released, the figurehead
reappears, embodied. Beached on the mainland of a Louisiana shore, Beyoncé
Knowles lies still, arms spread wide, shrouded in black seaweed and tulle, her
face a stony replica of the Igbo statue (fig. 2). “Baptize me,” she says, whispering the poetry that is weaved throughout the visuals that accompany the
album Lemonade (2016), “now that reconciliation is possible. If we’re going
to heal, let it be glorious.”
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This movement of the statue from Daughters to Lemonade marks a
moment of chronotopic disruption;1 a moment in which space and time do
not meet at a stable point, but rather dip in and out of contact, like water dispersed by an unruly breeze. As the ocean foam gently laps against Beyoncé’s
still fingers, the story of the Igbo that was first told by someone, somewhere,
more than two centuries ago, continues, bearing the trace of its history
even as it becomes something new in Beyoncé’s performance. Its retelling
in the time-space of Lemonade, like its retelling in Daughters (and in Paule
Marshall’s novel Praisesong for a Widow before that, and in countless other
texts even before that) signifies the absorption and transformation of a text
without known origin. The story’s meaning is deepened through citation,
both anonymous and identifiable, such as in the almost verbatim retelling
of Marshall’s version of the story in Daughters, when Eula Peazant (Alva
Rogers) speaks of the Africans who took one look at the lands that would
come to be known as the Americas, turned around, and walked back home
across the sea (fig. 3).
In what follows, I argue that texts such as Lemonade and Daughters function as trans-historical and trans-geographic sites and performances of what
I am calling diasporic communion. Diasporic communion might be thought
broadly as a process of transmission of stories, histories, and cultural codes
via inter- and extratextual exchange that generates intimate relationships
across time and space among diasporic subjects, even if those relationships
are only imagined. Rather than an imagined community, such as Benedict

Figure 3. Eli appears to walk across the water’s surface toward an Igbo figurehead in Dash’s Daughters
as Eula tells the story of Africans who took one look at the lands that would come to be known as the
Americas and turned around to walk home across the sea. Screen grab by author.
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Anderson theorizes, the relationships that emerge through diasporic communion do not require any physical or virtual trace of connection in space
or time, nor are they oriented toward nationalism. Instead, they are based on
affects produced through contact with textual objects that are loosened from
national time-space through their play with form (such as non-linear representations of time and indeterminate representations of geographic space, for
example) and diasporic subject matter. While Anderson’s imagined community implies a certain degree of assumed proximity—it is imagined, he says,
as an “inherently limited and sovereign” space within national borders2—
diasporic communion, as I develop it here, is immanent and autonomous; in
other words, it is itself unmoored, reflecting the texts’ preoccupations with
movement, origin, and (un)rootedness.3
Much like the oral tradition, the intertextuality of diasporic communion privileges a communal and immanent form of textual production,
rather than an individual, transcendent one. At the narrative level, diasporic communion emerges through deliberate intertextual references to previous works, as well as through less deliberate weaving of cultural texts into
narratives, something akin to what Julia Kristeva calls the “absorption” of
previous texts into the fabric of the text at hand,4 or what Roland Barthes
describes as the “anonymous, irrecoverable, and yet already read” aspect of
a text.5 Toni Cade Bambara has described practices of citationality as particularly characteristic of African American women filmmakers and artists,
who, in recognizing the tremendous struggle of their predecessors, tend to
pay tribute to Black “womanish” mentors and artists through both direct
homage, and indirect quoting (Bambara herself attributes this observation
to filmmaker Zeinabu irene Davis).6 At the extratextual level, diasporic communion emerges through exchanges and reproductions of texts in everyday
conversation, digital platforms and blogs, entertainment and academic journals, etc., as well as through references to extratextual details, such as information about authors’ or actors’ biographies, or texts’ production histories,
that draw the texts out from their mediated borders and into the living presents of their creators and consumers.
Inter- and extratextual exchange clearly is not limited to African diasporic texts—Mikhail Bakhtin and Kristeva, who are credited as early theorizers of intertextuality, both analyze it by way of Russian and Western
European modernist novels, for example. Nor does the existence of this
type of exchange necessarily mark what I am calling communion. Rather, I
argue that diasporic communion emerges through intertextual and extratextual exchange specifically among African diasporic texts and among
African diasporic subjects by developing webs of referentiality that link
texts and subjects who have otherwise been scattered through histories of
violent disruption, dislocation, and disrooting, or what Orlando Patterson
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has described as “natal alienation.”7 Texts such as Lemonade and Daughters
of the Dust attend to this alienation through a two-fold process of intertextual exchange of Black artistic productions within the works, on one hand,
and extratextual exchange around the works, on the other. The process both
documents histories of Black artistic productions through intertextual citation and invites audiences to link their own diasporic experiences through
them. The discursive relations cultivated in and around the texts, then, contribute to the creation of a living or ongoing archive of the Black diaspora—
an archive that is otherwise historically marked by absence.8
I characterize the convergence of discursive relations and archive
making among diasporic subjects and texts as communion to stress its affective dimension. This dimension resonates particularly with Black feminist
theorizing of the political significance of emotive and precognitive registers
of knowledge that are devalued within white supremacist hegemonic patriarchy.9 Black women, especially, have described the affect that is mobilized
through contact with texts such as Daughters of the Dust and Lemonade (even
when they are critical of some aspects of them) as akin to something spiritual
as much as political in the ways that the affect moves them.10 The sheer
vastness of emotionally charged experiences of connection and recognition
reported as generated through contact with these texts reflect the variety of
intersectional experiences of trans-generational and contemporary struggles
and traumas experienced by Black women and Black LGBTQ+ folks. The
texts, in other words, speak to those who have come into consciousness in
a world in which the category Blackness is, like the archive, constructed as
representing absence: absence of history, absence of white markers of beauty,
absence of the intellectual capacities that characterize the modern human.
Intertextual and extratextual exchange within diasporic texts draw counter
narratives to these dominant discourses of absence, inviting spectators to
envision the fullness of Black emotional, social, and political life within a
mediascape that so often refuses precisely that.
Diasporic communion, then, emerges from texts that perform as sites
in which intimate connections among historically scattered people have
the potential to be animated toward resistance through the affective work
of intertextual and extratextual exchange. Such work, I argue, encourages
participation in something like what Saidiya Hartman has described as the
always “incomplete project of freedom.”11 This project, according to Hartman,
understands the now as always interrupted by discourses of the past, and an
imagined free state as the status not of a time before captivity, but rather as an
anticipated future always to come—a register of time that I identify as operative in diasporic texts’ inter- and extratextual exchange.12 By naming this
aspect of such a freedom project “diasporic communion,” I hope to theorize
one standpoint from which to interrogate its emotional, political, and artistic
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labor, labor that is often carried out by women in the invocation of kinship
at geographical and historical distance.

Imagined Interiorities and the Intimacy of Place
To claim Lemonade as participating in a project toward a liberated
future might appear a bit hyperbolic. The album is, after all, a product of the
mainstream capitalist tour de force that is Beyoncé and the “BeyHive,” and
the intimate, confessional nature in which Beyoncé laments the infidelity
of a cheating husband can easily be read as an exploitative and carefully
controlled marketing technique. As Alicia Wallace points out in a special
Close-Up section on Beyoncé in the Fall 2017 issue of Black Camera:
People struggle to limn the distinction between the person and the brand, and this
confusion may be her greatest success as it feeds intrigue and enthusiasm. . . . The
magic is in the invisibility of the line between performer and person. We do not
know where one ends and the other begins, or if they are one and the same. . . .
Does [Beyoncé] endure the same struggles as many of her fans, or is she only
using them to forge a deeper bond?13

Wallace, along with bell hooks, Mako Fitts Ward, and others, conclude that
Lemonade problematically reproduces capitalist ideology, commodifies Black
struggle, and displays symptoms of colorist racial politics, all while exploiting
the sense of intimacy that the album garners among fans, ultimately undermining its feminist liberatory potential. In the same Close-Up, Ward notes:
[Beyoncé’s] performance is rooted in the glamour of radicalism, not its actual
implementation. While there is deep cultural longing for what she represents
to thrive amidst a mediascape that historically has demonized Black women,
Beyoncé’s fetishized Black feminist radicalism has transformed the politics of
social movements into a set of commodities that ultimately sustain her personal empire.14

For Wallace, “It is unfortunate that people are so starved for relatable and aspirational content that they are prepared to buy in, literally, to capitalist brands
of social justice.”15 Lemonade certainly is ultimately but a commodity—and
one that exploits images of radical Black feminism for capital gain at that.
However, to read it outside the question of Beyoncé’s personal commitment
to radical politics and instead in terms of its dialogue with a constellation
of texts that foreground Black women’s interiority, heterogeneity, strength,
and vulnerability, draws attention to a project in which Blackness signifies
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possibilities of narratives that are other than the master narratives of Western
epistemology and its concomitant teleology of the commodity. hooks, even
in her critique, notes that
the construction of a powerfully symbolic black female sisterhood that resists
invisibility, that refuses to be silent . . . in and of itself is no small feat—it shifts
the gaze of white mainstream culture. It challenges us all to look anew, to radically revision how we see the black female body.16

The symbolic construction of Black female sisterhood in Lemonade is made
all the more prescient by the discursive relationships that emerged extratextually around it, and that reemerged around Dash’s Daughters after its release,
as sites of diasporic communion.
The cult of the BeyHive that has materialized within the digital world
of Beyoncé fandom over the course of the past two decades exploded once
again when the visual album dropped in February 2016, just after her performance of “Formation” at that year’s Super Bowl announced her alignment with Black Panther imagery and the contemporary Movement for
Black Lives (this, at a time when overt white supremacist movements were
being buoyed by a then-presidential candidate who, as president, refuses to
disavow, let alone condemn, white supremacist movements). Due in part
to the album’s candidness, Beyoncé fans were immediately enamored with
what they felt was an intimate exploration of the pop star’s “inner life.” One
New Yorker article, for example, declares that the album is “a window into
the soul of an icon whose inner life has always seemed just out of reach.”17
Laying bare struggles in her relationship with her husband, JAY-Z, the article
goes on to say, “Lemonade declares that misogyny is at its most potent and
complex within the bonds of love.” To be sure, the album represents on the
surface a reckoning between a woman scorned and the man she nevertheless
continues to love. The initial “chapter” of Lemonade, “Intuition,” foreshadows
the story of love and betrayal to come, with each subsequent chapter title
being reminiscent of various stages of grief and healing, from “Anger” all
the way to “Redemption.”18 The allusions to Beyoncé’s own life are not particularly veiled: she tosses a wedding ring at the camera early in the album
during the ferocious “Don’t Hurt Yourself,” while home footage of the couple’s
wedding and appearances of a loving JAY-Z toward the end of the album
chronicle the marriage’s trajectory toward reconciliation.
The “truth” of autobiography of the album, however, is somewhat
beside—and even distracting from—the point. The complex allegory that
Lemonade weaves through reference to (what may or may not be the truth
of) Beyoncé’s personal life functions as an aesthetic technique (even if also
a marketing technique) that performs stories of imagined interiorities of
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multitudes of Black women of the diaspora. This intimate performance might
be read not so much as personal confession, but rather as something akin to
what Uri McMillan calls performing as “avatar.” The Black women performers
McMillan describes “wield performance art—and their ‘ambiguous status’
as both real persons and ‘theatrical representation(s)’—as an elastic means
to create new racial and gender epistemologies.”19 Beyoncé’s performance of
the betrayed woman, while mapped on to her personal life and marriage to
JAY-Z, is less about Beyoncé the person, and more about “Beyoncé” the avatar
who wields her ambiguous status as both untouchable celebrity and as close
confidant in order to expose a variety of stories of Black life in America in a
way that speaks to fans on intimate terms while at the same time maintains
their fantasies about her.
The performance, however, registers a contradiction that is at the heart
of many of the critiques of the album; while the “exposure” of stories of Black
life refuses anti-Black rhetoric that denies Black people—and Black women
in particular—the capacity for interiority, it also reproduces anti-Black
narratives that structure that denial through the commodification of Black
women’s lives and bodies for (white) viewing pleasure. On one hand, the
confessional quality of the album, which is most explicit in the album’s lyrics
and through its repeated use of Knowles/Carter family photos and home
videos, reifies an easily commodifiable heteronormative narrative about
Black women’s betrayal, self-healing, and redemptive forgiveness within the
bonds of marital love, and clearly functions to drive massive sales. On the
other hand, the intertextual referentiality of the filmic elements operates
fundamentally differently. Here, revelation is not for the sake of a dominant
spectatorial gaze and the procurement of sales, but rather it acts to expand
upon the counter narratives and living archives that are created within and
between diasporic texts, and thus imbricates the avatar Beyoncé within a
genealogy of Black women who refuse simple liberatory narratives and their
disavowal of prevailing structures of anti-Blackness.
Oneka LaBennett suggests that rather than thinking of the visual album’s
intimacy as autobiographical, it might better be framed as auto-ethnographical. In the tradition of Daughters and in the tradition of Zora Neale Hurston,
the counter narratives created in Lemonade are gleaned from Beyoncé’s own
experiences in her cultural milieu and the milieu of the South, and are linked
to wider understandings of Black girlhood and Black womanhood through
inter- and extratextual exchange.20 Reference to Beyoncé’s personal life and
cultural experiences can again be read as allegorical, weaved into cohesion
through the combination of music and images and their intertextual associations, as well as through the words of London-based, Somali-born, Kenyan
poet Warsan Shire, whose poetry Beyoncé speaks during interstitial moments
of the visual album. The effect is to link the album’s chapters and to draw
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together the story of Beyoncé as “real person” and Beyoncé as “performer of
stories” into an expansive whole. Early in the album, for example, Beyoncé
recites: “You remind me of my father, a magician . . . able to exist in two places
at once. In the tradition of men in my blood, you come home at three a.m.
and lie to me. What are you hiding?” The specter of the cheating husband/
father is paired with fraught images that evoke a sense of trans-geographic
and trans-temporal experience, rather than the singularity of Beyoncé’s personal life: plantations and forts occupied by Black women, some of whose
ancestors could be the very slaves who built them; the Superdome, empty of
the people who sought refuge there when the levees broke, but found only
trauma instead; and mothers holding photographs of dead sons: Sybrina
Fulton, Gwen Carr, Lezley McSpadden (fig. 4).21 These expressions of devastation wrought by state-sanctioned violence and structural neglect, alienation, rape, and familial rupture are juxtaposed with intermittent shots of
long open spaces. Trees with moss dripping from their branches, like the tulle
of the women’s dresses, evoke the cruel beauty of the Antebellum South—the
landscape at which the Igbo took one glance, and turned to walk back across
the sea—while Black women dressed in elaborate Southern gothic gowns
posed on plantation porches and within a fort’s cannon tunnels stare back at
the camera, evoking the resilience and resistance of characters in Daughters
and speaking to the now as always interrupted by discourses of the past.22
References to the cultural milieu of the South, to the flow of bodies from
Africa to the Americas, and to contemporary and historical anti-Black violence through the evocation of intimate interiority elicit histories that take
on new meaning as they are placed in different spaces and time periods.
Intertextual references to spaces and landscapes in Lemonade, for example,
extend the excavation begun in previous texts of histories in which the
interior lives of the enslaved and their descendants are otherwise written
out through violence, silence, and the production of shame. Geographically,
Lemonade links New Orleans, where it was mostly shot, to Saint Helena
Island through its reference to Daughters, where the latter was mostly shot.
This then links Saint Helena’s historical position as one of the last stops
along the slave trade route to contemporary instances of anti-Black structural neglect in New Orleans, including that which led to the absolute catastrophe of Hurricane Katrina. Further, Daughters links Saint Helena Island
to the Southern Sea Islands more generally, which are off the coast of South
Carolina and Georgia, by way of its double relocating of Igbo Landing: First
away from its historical site on St. Simons Island, and second from its literary
site of the fictional Tatem Island in Marshall’s Praisesong. Praisesong further
widens the spatio-temporal frame, as protagonist Avey travels between
Caribbean islands, dreams of the Middle Passage, and experiences a spiritual
and political awakening through ancestral communion. As LaBennett
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. From top to bottom: (a) Sybrina Fulton, mother of Trayvon Martin; (b) Gwen Carr, mother of Eric
Garner; and (c) Lezley McSpadden, mother of Michael Brown. These “Mothers of the Movement” hold
photos of their sons, all murdered in instances of state-sanctioned violence. Screen grabs by author.
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notes, Lemonade’s cross-pollination of musical traditions also connects the
Caribbean to the US South and to Black urban spaces. The avatar Beyoncé
serves as the symbolic link, with her own personal biography also drawing
together a variety of cultural and geographic locations when she sings, “My
daddy Alabama, momma Louisiana/You mix that negro with that Creole,
make a Texas bama” in “Formation.”
These geographic webs of referentiality draw a map of diasporic relations
that theorizes African American and African diasporic identity as expansive and fluid, even while remaining attentive to the specificity of individual
experience. The historical and geographic transposition within and among
the texts destabilizes identity as enclosure and posits instead the production
of history and identity as a form of immanence that is autonomous from
fixed, nation-based formations. Black diasporic media consumers, whose
personal cultural milieu are affectively linked to the allegorical and autoethnographic, trans-geographical, and trans-historical stories of the texts,
are in turn invited into the expansive exploration of African diasporic identity that the texts perform.

Boundary Crossing and Narrative Disruption
The reclaiming of genealogy or kinship through expansive stories and
voices of women in diasporic texts that evoke diasporic communion offers
a discourse of community and belonging that is alternative to discourses in
which identity is tied to a certain place-based essentialism or nationalism.
Carole Boyce Davies argues for a reading practice that situates Black women’s
writing as “a series of boundary crossings and not as a fixed, geographical,
ethnically or nationally bound category of writing” in order to redefine Black
women’s identity “away from exclusion and marginality.”23 Such a practice,
when expanded to include Black women’s artistic productions more generally,
opens for consideration Black women’s texts as spaces in which to theorize
alternative practices of history and community making. The movement of
female bodies across time and space in Daughters, Lemonade, and Praisesong,
for example, can be read for its privileging of boundary crossing and fluidity as fundamental to identity experience, and to history and community
as detached from any fixed place or time.
Boundary crossing in Daughters is rendered through Dash’s retelling of
the story of the Igbo in the context of the Peazant family drama. In Lemonade,
it is rendered through visual references to both Dash’s and Marshall’s telling
of the story, which are then layered with symbolic images of hoodies, chains,
and plantations, and shots of Black women’s powerful oppositional gazes.24
The associations between the texts encourage readings of Black cultural
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productions that extend beyond textual borders, as well as beyond determinant locations in space and time. In these examples, violences committed
against Black bodies and absolute resistances to these violences are represented as both indeterminate and boundless practices. Such representations
disrupt epistemologies based in Western linear narratives in which “culture”
or “civilization” is understood as emanating from the West, and increasingly
“progressing” across space and time. As Anne McClintock has described,
linear narratives of progress are foundational to the colonial project and the
implementation of chattel slavery, and are operative through their coding of
Blackness as close to nature (i.e., dirt, waste, and disorder), and thus “backward” in time. The prerogative of Western imperial progression, McClintock
argues, is to transform nature/Blackness into culture/commodity by way of
racialized hierarchies that support, first, the logic of slavery, and, then, the
logic of commodity fetishism in which Black subjects are hailed into movement from darkness (the “dark continent” of Africa/nature) to lightness
(Western enlightenment/consumer capitalism).25 Black diasporic texts such
as Lemonade and Daughters disrupt these racialized narratives of progress
through the counter narratives and archives each individual text produces,
and through the expansive, intertextual associations that disturb the linearity of time and discreetness of space by way of their rhizomatic relations.
These narrative disruptions participate in diasporic communion by indicating the interconnectedness of diasporic experiences in ways that do not
assume generational or place-based identity as necessarily constitutive of
community. The disruptions are deepened when intertextual relations are
read in connection with the extratextual life of a work as well. Extratextual
elements of Daughters, for example, include its position as the first featurelength film directed by a Black woman to be distributed in theaters. The webs
of referentiality that tie Lemonade to Daughters then also tie the visual album
to genealogies of Black women’s independent filmmaking practices—practices that themselves frequently call into question normative Western epistemologies and the gendered and raced narratives of progress they entail.
Michelle M. Wright argues that these narratives of progress are so foundational to Western knowledge production that contemporary deployments
of the category “Blackness” are themselves underpinned by them. US Black
studies, she argues, has tended to locate Black identity as emerging from
a specified point in time through the transatlantic slave trade, and then
moving West to the Americas. This “Middle Passage epistemology,” as Wright
describes it, is frequently reproduced in media representations of Blackness,
and neglects the phenomenology of Blackness: “that is, when and where it is
being imagined, defined, and performed and in what locations, both figurative and literal.”26 The tendency to locate Blackness within a geographic
linear narrative is followed by a tendency to locate it within a historical linear
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narrative as well, which is characterized by stories of overcoming obstacles
through struggle, and focuses primarily on slavery, colonialism, and the
dominance of ancient African civilizations.27 Such tendencies, Wright argues,
necessarily exclude Black identities that do not fit within a transatlantic geographic and sociopolitical timeline, or within heteronormative, masculinist
narratives that characterize histories of uplift.28
European and US Black Africans (particularly refugees and migrants)
and their offspring, and US or European Blacks of recent white or Caribbean
descent, according to Wright, are written out of contemporary narratives of
Blackness, as are Black people whose identities do not fit within a particular
moment’s normative definition of Black progress. Queer Black agents of resistance rarely figure in Middle Passage epistemologies or in canonical Black
texts, Wright notes, and Black women “are memorably present, just not as
agents of progress; they are victims of racism whom the Middle Passage Black
man is sworn to try to rescue or protect.”29 The inter- and extratextual relationship of texts such as Daughters and Lemonade, however, encourage readings of Blackness that are phenomenological even as they are expansive in
time and space; that is, they foreground the when and where that Blackness
is being imagined, defined, and performed through the very disturbance of
the sedimentation of space and time that their relationships produce. For
example, while Daughters and Lemonade’s inter- and extratextual references are in many ways specific to histories of US Black filmmaking and
US Black Americans whose ancestries trace to the Atlantic slave trade, their
focus on Black women and their inclusion of Black queer images and voices
nevertheless subverts heteronormative nationalist narratives of racial uplift.
Daughters’ focus on folk life of the Gullah people emphasizes a cultural formation that is distinct from popular representations of Blackness in the United
States, and these representations are complicated further by Lemonade’s relocating of them to the Louisiana Bayou. Further, Lemonade’s highlighting of
poetry written by a Somali woman who was born in Kenya, immigrated
to England as a child, and has resided in the United States refigures global
Blackness and disrupts assumptions of Blackness in the United States as necessarily emerging from lineages directly connected to American slavery. So,
too, do multiple cameos in Lemonade by Michaela DePrince, a ballet dancer
who was adopted by a US family from Sierra Leone after her parents were
killed during the civil war there, and Winnie Harlow, a Canadian model of
Jamaican decent. Instead, they connect the construction of Blackness to multiple intersections of identities and to contemporary migration patterns that
stem from intertwined economic and environmental crises, famine, civil war,
and international military interventionism in the Global South.
Shire, DePrince, and Harlow’s transnational biographical backgrounds
are, of course, not central to the narrative of Lemonade, or even necessarily
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known to the casual viewer. However, like Lemonade’s strategic deployment
of Beyoncé’s personal life as allegory, biographies of other players in the visual
album act as extratextual components of the text’s dialogic conversation;
uncovering artists’ biographical backgrounds (facilitated in the twenty-first
century by social media and easily accessible online sources) and linking
them to their work is part of the pleasure derived from pop culture, as the
BeyHive’s response to Lemonade attests. Further, if Lemonade is thought of
as auto-ethnography, as LaBennett suggests, extratextual scrutiny of biography helps to weave together a heterogenous ethnography of Black life in
the Americas with a nod toward experiential knowledge. It is, in fact, the
expression of experience as knowledge and inclusion of queer voices that put
Lemonade in transnational conversation with Black feminisms, LaBennett
argues, which she says have “some roots in the South but . . . channel[s]
throughout the globe.”30 The album’s “sonic reverberations” with a wide
range of musicians and genres, including the Caribbean influences in the
track “Hold Up,” and collaboration with The Weeknd, who is Canadian of
Ethiopian descent, on the track “6-inch Heels,” also puts Lemonade in dialogue with the broader African diaspora, LaBennett says.31 Other Africaninspired elements of the album, including body art by the Nigerian artist
Laolu Senbanjo and references to Yoruba deities, connect the diasporic elements to the African continent as well. The transnationalism of Lemonade’s
extratextuality, then, situates the visual album’s allegorical representation
of Black life in the United States as both related to and other-than Middle
Passage epistemology.

Colorism, Commodity, and the Impossible Condition of Blackness
None of what is argued above is to say that transnational and non-heteronormative gestures in Lemonade negate the criticisms of its commodity
function. Certain aspects of the narrative, in fact, stand out precisely for
their re-inscription of capitalist narratives of linear progress. Incorporating
revolutionary imagery, such as symbols of Black Power, into a celebration
of capital accumulation (Beyoncé unabashedly promotes various brands
and businesses, including hers and her husband’s, throughout the album)
serves to commodify and “civilize” that imagery, appropriating it into the
very socioeconomic fabric it ostensibly seeks to overturn. The power of Bey
and her dancers appearing in Black Panther berets at Super Bowl 50 (during
a time when players were following Colin Kaepernick’s lead by refusing to
stand during the National Anthem), for example, is largely undermined by
the final lyric of “Formation” in which Beyoncé advises: “always stay gracious,
best revenge is your paper.”32 By reinscribing capitalist ideology in which the
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accumulation of wealth, at the expense of resistance, is considered the best
“revenge,” the track largely empties the Black Panther iconography of its revolutionary socialist ideology and its emphasis on the intersections of racial
and class oppression, and replaces it instead with a politics of capitalist accumulation and individualist, rather than collective, progress.
The aestheticization of the Black female body in Lemonade also risks
inscribing commodity culture into otherwise radical imagery that celebrates
the heterogeneity of Black beauty and rejects racialized normative standards
of beauty.33 Tennis star Serena Williams, for example, makes a cameo in
the visual album, “twerking” with confidence down the elaborate hallway
of the Madewood Plantation House. Clad in a black leotard, her muscular
physique defies the appeal to white, normative femininity that values a waiflike figure. Images of DePrince moving gracefully across the grandstand of
the Destrehan Plantation, of Harlow posed among the trees, and of both
holding photographs of Black men are stunning not only in their composition within the background of the plantation estates, but also in their aesthetic rendering of the skin condition, vitiligo, that marks both of their bodies
with large patches of skin that are void of pigmentation. Harlow’s success in
the fashion industry has drawn endless commentary, prompting many to
declare the present a new age of inclusivity in the notoriously closed field.
However, such expansive “inclusivity” points to the limits of the politics
of inclusion given its commodity function. If, as McClintock argues, the
prerogative of Western imperial progression is the transformation of nature
into culture through commerce, then the aesthetic rendering of “alternative” forms of beauty draw it into the very consumer culture that radical art
seeks to critique. More than evidence of liberatory moves toward inclusion,
then, such renderings are evidence of capital endlessly reinventing itself, and,
as hooks commented nearly three decades ago about appropriative commodity culture, serve as the “‘spice’ . . . that can liven up the dull dish that is
white culture.”34 Close-up images of Harlow’s face, mouth encircled by loss of
pigmentation, and arms, marked with long strips of white, are often the focus
of her poses, aesthetically exoticizing her non-normative “ethnic” beauty
(vitiligo is most noticeable in people who have darker skin) in such a way as
to make it easily consumable to mainstream popular culture.
Multiple cameos by the young model Ava Clarke, who was diagnosed
with albinism as a toddler, more precisely exemplifies the circular process
of commodification of difference and its relationship to linear narratives of
progress. For example, while natural afro-style hair is celebrated in Lemonade
as an homage to resistant Black culture (“I like my baby heir with baby hair
and afros,” Beyoncé playfully croons to images of her daughter and Clarke,
both sporting natural hair, frolicking through the plantations), the exotic
whiteness of Clarke’s appearance is what is often highlighted as a sign of her
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beauty. A publicity Web page (which was taken down sometime in 2017),
for example, stated that when Clarke was born, it was clear that she had “a
gift”: “Despite her parents’ brown eyes and African-American decent, Ava
appeared fair skinned, with blue-green eyes and bright pink lips. Although
her hair was barely there, it was clearly blonde. Ava was breathtakingly beautiful!”35 Nicole Fleetwood has noted that colorism such as that implicit here,
fixes “a scale of blackness based on dominant structuring principles of the
field of vision” that “mark and decipher difference and value” based on gender
and racial hierarchies.36 McClintock’s argument that Western imperialism’s
narratives of progression codes Blackness as ‘backward” in linear time corresponds with the colorist privileging of light skin over dark, straight hair over
natural, waif thin figures over full bodied—what McClintock describes as
“the iconography of evolutionary progress from ape to angel.”37 The promotion of the visibility of Clarke’s proximity to whiteness engages this iconography, marking her difference as value within the economy of Western
imperialism.
If, however, we again consider Lemonade as part of a constellation of
texts that encourage the engagement of diasporic communion, its display
of the body as commodity can be read as the continuation of a history of its
strategic use as agent of resistance as much as it can be read as capitulating
to commodity culture and reinscribing linear narratives of progress. Perhaps
most salient are Lemonade’s many references to the character Yellow Mary
(Barbara O.) in Daughters, whose own strategic deployment of her proximity
to whiteness gains her some freedom of movement and control over her own
body. Daughters features a Gullah family, the Peazants, at a picnic in 1902
on the day before many of the family members are set to migrate north to
the mainland. The major conflict in Daughters is the tension between family
members desiring to enter the world of “progress” by leaving Saint Helena
Island and its connections to Africa behind, and those who wish to remain,
bear witness to that history, and continue practicing Gullah tradition. Yellow
Mary perhaps best encompasses the tension between the desire to mend natal
rupture by attending to lost ancestors and cultural traditions, on one hand,
and the desire to enter the life of “culture” and the relative material comforts
that are promised by modern narratives of progress, on the other. She also
best represents the impossibility of either.
As the wayward member of the Peazant family, Yellow Mary left the
island when she was a young woman, and is described by her family as “ruint”
because she is a prostitute and brothel owner. Returning to the island with her
lover Trula (Trula Hoosier), we learn in the film that Yellow Mary became a
prostitute after having been taken to Cuba as a wet nurse. Desperate to return
home, she “fix the titty” in order to dry up her milk. The novel Daughters of
the Dust (also by Dash and published one year after the film was released)
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picks up twenty years after the reunion, and tells the story in more detail: The
master of the house repeatedly raped Yellow Mary before the mistress gave
her money to make her disappear. It was with this money that she bought the
brothel and began charging white men for Black women’s services (which, as
Yellow Mary points out, they were taking for free anyway).
Caroline Streeter notes that “mulatta” characters in African American
fiction such as Yellow Mary have long represented access to class mobility and
the possibility of escaping the “stigma” of Blackness.38 Yellow Mary, named as
such because of her lighter skin, has access in Savannah to consumer culture
through the peddling of bodies that represent exoticism for white clients,
on one hand, and through her own proximity to whiteness, on the other
hand. At the same time, she risks losing access to her African cultural roots
through alienation from her family and tradition. The “yellow” of Mary’s skin
is met with both envy and anger by women of the Peazant family, summed
up by Cousin Viola’s (Cheryl Lynn Bruce) muttered phrase, “All that yellow,
wasted.” Quoting Harryette Mullen, Streeter notes that this cryptic phrase
speaks to the Peazant women’s ambivalence about the constellation of traumatic associations invoked by Yellow Mary and Trula—including rape, incest,
miscegenation, racial passing, homosexuality, and prostitution—“when these
experiences are perceived to be threats to collective identities as well as to the
constructed continuity of tradition itself.”39

Yellow Mary’s arrival on the eve of the family’s departure north, which Viola
notes is the family’s “first steps towards progress . . . [and] the culture, education and wealth of the mainland,” brings a sense of foreboding to Viola’s
straight-laced Christian sensibilities, and taints her optimistic gaze toward
the future. Yellow Mary, in other words, signifies for Viola the threatening
undercurrents of “progress,” when progress is marked by the Western
imperial teleology of the commodity.
Later in the film, Trula sits with Myown, one of the younger Peazant
women, looking at a Sears Roebuck catalog, or “wish book.” In one of her
few spoken lines, Trula points at images in the catalog and says, “I wish I had
this doll . . . I wish I had this doll . . . I wish I had this to go inside my house.”
Myown laughingly replies, “You don’t have a house!” Dash’s shooting script
indicates that Trula responds back “like a little girl.” “I wish I did. If I did, I’d
put this bed inside my house. Then I wish I had a rabbit.” The simple gesture
of desire to possess, to own objects, speaks to a history of dispossession or
what Orlando Patterson notes is a particular quality of “social death”: the
juridical denial of the right to own.40 Yellow Mary’s resistant stance toward
such social death—her means to ownership—emerges in the murky space
of the commodified body.
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Lemonade’s “6 Inch Heels” tells a more ominous version of Yellow Mary’s
story. The past and the future merge again here, this time with a focus on
movement between a futuristic city setting in which darkness and pulsing
red light brings Beyoncé and her entourage in and out of focus in various
settings—in cars, on stages, in rooms of a brothel that are reminiscent of
a plantation estate—wearing turn-of-the century Texas gothic gowns. The
various images, juxtaposed with street scenes taken from Beyoncé’s point of
view in a limousine that linger over men loitering on city sidewalks at night,
emphasize the complex relationship between Black women’s autonomous
working bodies and sexual and labor exploitation. About midway through
the song, the last line of the chorus, “She don’t gotta give it up, she professional,” melts to a stop on the word “professional,” refusing it the final syllable.
In the brief moment of silence that follows, a series of images flash across the
screen: A woman’s hands creating a frame within a frame around a far off
photo of man in a cowboy hat standing near a staircase in the brothel (eerily
reminiscent of images representing Beyoncé’s own late father in other scenes
throughout the album); Beyoncé in a car lit by city lights; the same man in a
cowboy hat walking down the brothel hallway; his shadow while a woman’s
hands reach out to him; then, more rapidly, the hallway lit in red, the word
“LOSS,” and an out-of-focus red cross. The music begins again just as the
hallway pay phone bursts into flames. Fire then engulfs the ornate plantation brothel while Beyoncé and her dancers stand stone-faced on the porch.
Faint sounds of birds chirping begin the next segment. A long, deep shot of
a swampy marshland cuts to the profile of a pristine estate.
The juxtaposition of the images of a brothel burning down and the
beauty of the estate, which in the video is now inhabited by Black women,
like the character Yellow Mary and the avatar Beyoncé, represent the impossible condition of Blackness—the condition of being both commodity and
creative agent of resistance. The gleeful devastation Beyoncé unleashes on
cars and storefronts, brothels and plantations throughout the album, brings
to mind images of looting during uprisings and natural disasters that represent a momentary breach of the reign of property. This, paired with the
album’s otherwise consistent celebration of commodity culture, illustrates
the position of “in-betweenness” that Yellow Mary’s character also represents. That is, it illustrates the emotionally taxing and contradictory desire
to be admitted as subject into the world of capital exchange, when that is the
very world that sets the conditions of Black women’s abjection from subjectivity in the first place. The intertextual exchange between the two texts,
then, opens a space for the labor of diasporic communion; that is, it opens
space for diasporic subjects to perform (within the texts) and to interrogate
(in extratextual exchanges around the texts) the duality of the very terms of
subjectivity within structures of anti-Black capitalist patriarchy.
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“We are the daughters of those old dusty things”: Familial
Reconciliation and the Archive of Wounds
Patricia J. Williams notes the psychic trauma wrought by processes of
becoming subject within a social and political space that disavows Black subjectivity: “Reclaiming that from which one has been disinherited is a good
thing. Self-possession in the full sense of that expression is the companion to
self-knowledge. Yet claiming for myself a heritage the weft of whose genesis
is my own disinheritance is a profoundly troubling paradox.”41 For Yellow
Mary, the claim to material comforts in a world from which she is disinherited—that is, her claim to a position of relative privilege within the duality
of subjectivity in an anti-Black world—rests in large part on her lighter skin
color, itself a product of the history of violent sexual encounter between white
men and Black women. Beyoncé, too, has been accused of capitalizing on
her “high yellow skin” in her entry into the world of pop stardom. Wallace
argues, in fact, that Lemonade reproduces the privileging of light skin and
“good hair,” despite Beyoncé’s own gesture toward a rejection of colorist hierarchies in her now-famous reference to “Becky with the good hair” at the end
of the track “Sorry.” Referring to the previously mentioned line, “My daddy
Alabama, momma Louisiana / You mix that negro with that Creole, make a
Texas bama” in “Formation,” Wallace says:
In a world where many black people work toward whiteness, try to find familial
connections to whiteness, and internalize racism in ways that require alterations in language, cadence of speech, body, hair texture, and complexion, it is
troubling to draw attention to anything that may neutralize blackness or make
it more palatable. Can you celebrate your blackness, and call on other black
people to celebrate with you, while drawing a line between your father’s blackness and your mother’s creole identity?42

For Wallace, the separation of Creole identity within what is supposed to be a
pro-Black space not only hints at colorist hierarchies that celebrate whitening
of the Black body and repeat colonial narratives of progress, but also attempts
to celebrate Creole identity as detached from Blackness. Others, however,
note that the liminal space in which mixed-race women like Beyoncé moves
is part of the (anti-)Black experience. Blogger T. Anyabwelé from Black Girl
Speaks, for example, points to colonial histories that fuel colorism; that is, the
“division intentionally perpetuated through centuries of chattel slavery and
forced miscegenation.” Colorism, she goes on to say, is “the layered wounds
of an earthed history cloaked in colonialism,” in that it perpetuates both
white supremacist racial hierarchies and divisions within Black community.43
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The relationality of texts like Daughters and Lemonade works to slowly,
and always incompletely, unearth that cloaked history. Scenes in Lemonade
that include shots of differently-hued women sitting in enormous oak trees
while dressed in white gowns quote a scene in Daughters in which Yellow
Mary sits idly in the crook of an oak next to Trula (fig. 5). Eula gazes up at
them from the ground as Yellow Mary cautions her not to tell her husband
who the white man was that raped her, if she does not want Eli to end up
dangling from the very tree in which they sit.44 “He doesn’t need to know
what could get him killed,” she says. Trula looks on, a silent but notable presence: Her skin, even lighter than Yellow Mary’s, also indicates a history of
violated Black bodies. Later, Eula calls on the Peazant women to recognize
their shared traumas and to embrace Yellow Mary back within the family
fold. Distressed and clinging exhaustedly to her heavily pregnant belly, she
burst out in anger: “If you are so ashamed of Yellow Mary ’cause she got
ruined. . . . Well, what do you say about me? Am I ruined, too?” The shooting
script explains further: “The women freeze in mid-motion, their mouths
open, gaping. Sexual abuse, a legacy of slavery, is a part of their unspoken
history. Hearing Eula’s words, the women are ‘shamed’ for Eli and respectfully turn their faces away from him.”45 Eula, however, does not hold back.
She turns to look at each of the family members sitting and standing in the
sand, circled around her.
As far as this place is concerned, we never enjoyed our womanhood. . . Deep
inside, we believed that they ruined our mothers, and their mothers before them.

(a)

(c)

(b)
(d)
Figure 5. Women sitting in trees throughout Lemonade (a, b) quote scenes in Daughters of the Dust (c, d).
Screen grabs by author.
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And we live our lives always expecting the worst because we feel we don’t deserve any better. Deep inside we believe that even God can’t heal the wounds of
our past or protect us from the world that put shackles on our feet. . . . Do you
understand who we are, and what we have become? We’re the daughters of those
old dusty things Nana carries in her tin can. We carry too many scars from the
past. Our past owns us. We wear our scars like armor, for protection. Our mother’s scars, our sister’s scars, our daughter’s scars. . . . Thick, hard, ugly scars that
no one can pass through to ever hurt us again. Let’s live our lives without living
in the fold of old wounds.46

The dusty things of which they are all daughters, the archive of wounds that
Yellow Mary earlier in the film spoke of boxing up in a pink satin case, and the
remedies, the things that Nana keeps in tin jars, are layered upon one another in
Daughters, vessels in which bits of the women’s interior, hidden lives are stored.
Shortly after the scene of women lounging in trees in Lemonade, Beyoncé
breaks into the powerful track “Freedom.” She stands on stage alone, staring
at the women around her who are shown a few short minutes before gathered
together to cook a large meal, just as the Peazant women do along the shore.
Her rage simmers below the surface as she announces her intent to “march
on the regular” toward an always elusive freedom. Midway through the track,
the video begins to cut between various images of DePrince in the midst
of improvised dance, of women standing and staring stoically back at the
camera, and of the same women posed in trees. The chorus channels Eula’s
exacerbation as Beyoncé sings:
Freedom, Freedom, I can’t move / Freedom, cut me loose / Singin’, freedom,
freedom, where are you? / Cause I need freedom too / I break chains all by myself / Won’t let my freedom rot in hell / I’mma keep running / Cause a winner
don’t quit on themselves.

Eula, who Dash says represents the continuation of the Peazant family in
both its secular and sacred unfolding,47 carries in her body the wounds of
the everyday violences of dispossession, even of one’s own body (“the raping
of colored women is as common as fish in the sea,” Yellow Mary notes wryly
at one point). And yet, she also carries the refusal of that dispossession. She
embraces and protects her unborn child with all the fierceness that motherlove can conjure, a fierceness that reappears in “Freedom” in images of
mothers clinging to photos of their dead sons, of generations of women
lovingly brushing one another’s hair, and of children at play, all in spaces that
once stripped Black women of rights to themselves and their kin.
Familial reconciliation, in both texts, appears as the allegorical means
toward a larger project of healing, toward breaking the “fucking curse” that
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Beyoncé speaks of earlier in the album, and imagining worlds in which emancipation is possible. Shortly before Beyoncé washes up on shore, embodied
as the Igbo statue, she asks in a voice-over that recalls Eula’s plea to her
family to emerge from the folds of old wounds: “Why do you deny yourself
heaven? Why do you consider yourself undeserving? Why are you afraid of
love? You think it is not possible for someone like you? But you are the love
of my life.” A line of women dressed in white walk from the ocean shore out
to sea, appearing, like the Igbo, to walk across the water’s surface (fig. 6).
Later, Beyoncé speaks again:
Grandmother, the alchemist, you spun gold out of this hard life, conjured beauty
from the things left behind. Found healing where it did not live. Discovered the
antidote in your own kit. Broke the curse with your own two hands. You passed
these instructions down to your daughter who then passed it down to her daughter. . . . True love brought salvation back into me. With every tear came redemption and my torturer became my remedy. So we’re gonna heal.

Just as Eula calls upon the characters in Daughters to acknowledge the dusty
things in tin cans, passed from daughter to daughter, Beyoncé calls on daughters to find healing where it does not live—in the curse, in the scars of old
wounds, in the now that is always interrupted by the past.48 The intertextuality
of the scene layers Daughters into that now, and suggests a type of textually
mediated sociality that is other-than sociality mediated by the teleology of
capital and the nation, which produces Blackness as something undeserving

Figure 6. A line of women dressed in white walk from the ocean shore out to sea in Lemonade,
appearing like the Igbo in the story Eula tells in Daughters to walk across the water’s surface. Screen
grab by author.
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of social life—undeserving of love—altogether. When Beyoncé’s declaration
that “you are the love of my life” is paired with images of moss-laden trees like
those in which Yellow Mary and Trula sit and with women walking like the
Igbo across the surface of the sea, she declares an expansive love of Blackness
that is necessary for reconciliation to be possible. The allegory of familial
reconciliation, when read through Lemonade and Daughters together, then,
suggests something beyond heteronormative, enclosed family structures to
which both the nation-state and capital appeal, and points instead to a sociality unbound by the discreetness of space and time, and the imperial narratives of progress those assumptions imply.49
This is the labor of diasporic communion and intertextual exchange; it is
the telling and retelling of otherwise erased stories that form and re-form the
connective tissue between peoples of the African diaspora that colonialism,
slavery, and contemporary anti-Black violence rend but nevertheless fail to
rupture. The movement of the female characters in Daughters (to and from
the mainland, for example) and in Lemonade (through the deployment of
different female diasporic bodies and histories) signals a kind of communion
among women that offers an alternative to place-based identity essentialism,
and provides an associative history with each other and with other texts
through visual and verbal quoting. Neither Daughters nor Lemonade imply
that healing means the disappearance of scars. Rather, for reconciliation to be
possible, if there is to be healing, than it is through turning out the folds of old
wounds; it is through the work of drawing for each other the associative histories that make for diasporic communion—the dangerous work of making
visible the social life of Blackness even as it is lived within the constructs of
social death.50 In other words, the work of diasporic communion, as part of
an always ongoing project of freedom, declares, explores, and grows the fullness of Black life in the face of its erasure though stories passed between one
text and another, between one generation and the next.
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